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his is it. After
34 years and
442 issues,
Monitoring the Field
is history. History, in
more ways than
one.

During those 34 years, Monitoring the
Fieldhas grown to be the most familiarand often only-source of SSD news. It's
become a tradition. And each of those 442
issues reflects the many changes the

division has been through in organization,
philosophy, and direction.
So why are we putting Monitoring the
Field on the shelf? For one thing, we're
growing. There are a lot of you, with a lot
of different needs. All those needs can't be
addressed meaningfully through a single

publication. Also, we're changing. We
have a lot of leaming to do, and will need
several sources of information to help us
along. And we're finding that there are
other forms of communication that may be
more effective than newsletters.
Obviously, it's not that we don't have
anything to say to each other anymore.
There are just going to be new and better
ways to say it. So it's not good-by. We'll
be in touch.
Continued on page 2...
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As the only source of centralized
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Mottitorittg, rhc Fiettt(l $onded to .
broadening its fbcus even further. Soon f-eatures on
a wide variety of SSD activities and departments
began to appear side-by-side rvith technical and
construction news.
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Baseball, hot dogs, apple pie , and bowling
scores. In its "infant stage," employee
communications often meant simply
passing along personal items about coworkers. With thousands of SSD
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In recent Years, lhe role of
enrployee communications has
increasingly been seen as an
intportant opportunity to help
employees urrderstand their
contributions to the company's
perfirrrnance. and he lp them
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Today
Continuous improvement. Team work. Service growth. Marketing
orientation. Strategic thinking. These have been common themes in
Motritoring thc Field durin-u the last few years. But what do they mean to
you as a systems representative. project manager. salesperson. technician.
branch mana-qer, or administrator'J How can you incorporate these themes
each day to make your job easier. more effective, and increase your
chances for success? New fbrms of communication that address the
specific needs of different functional groups are now in place or are in the

planningstage.......

HERE TODAY
Good

JCCN's live satellite broadcasts

Morning,
Johnson

are produced with specific audiences in mind. Program
topics so far have ranged from a national quality
expert's perspective on work process

Controls/,,
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audio cassette produced
quarterly fbr branch
salespeople. Mimicking a
radio talk show. each cassette
uses humor to provide updates
on technical issues. business
trends. sales technioues. and

other items. And in its cassette tbrm, salespeople can slip it
into their car stereos and make use of their time on the road.

Visions ln Action
is a new newsletter directed to branch marketing and sales
managers to help define and provide direction for this
relatively new position. It's an "information exchange" on
paper. Successful sales and marketing ideas and activities are
shared between branches, along with useful infbrmation on
industry trends. It's something that marketing and sales
managers can keep and refer to as needed. They can also make
copies of relevant articles and share them with their

improvement, to new product releases, to
technical training. Only those employees
whose jobs relate to the program's
content need view the broadcast. The
live format enables immediate
response to call-in questions
from the audience.

The insedstnu'
have been distributed alone with
Monitoring the Field during the last few
years will continue to be sent to branch offices.
Technical Support, Branch Engineering Automation, and
Product Management and Marketing, however, will review the
needs of their audiences and will consider other ways of
communicatine with them.

The Controls Connection
is a new quarterly publication for Controls
Group employees around the world. Its
purpose is to prevent the isolation of
Controls Group divisions, by showing how
we relate to one another and work together
to achieve common goals. With the future
bringing heightened competition from
global controls companies, now more
than ever it's vital that we understand
each other's activities and and view
ourselves as a united effort. SSD's
direction as an active part of the
Controls Group will be covered in this

publication.
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HERE TOMORROW
As SSD continues to change, so will employee
communications to help make the changes easier. In
consideration right now: new resources especially for
operations employees, metro area managers, and managers
and supervisors in general.
One thing is certain-new roles for employees will always be
emerging and shifting. And employee communications will be
there every step of the way. So until we meet again, aurevois

from MTF.
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